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Reviewers’ comments 

Reviewer A:  

Kindly find the Review to article: 14505-37560-2-RV: 

  

General comments: 

Language improvement is needed. Will be benefitted from language editing services. 

  

Introduction: 

 Unclear background; no solid ground for studying CP's and users' perception of the 

services (e.g. why depression? What is the prevalence of depression in the study area 

compared to other MH disorders? What are the problems in having CP in PHC so far? 

Etc.) 

  

Methods: 

 Author needs to explain more rigorously about the method. For example: starting by 

explaining that this is a qualitative study etc…. 

 Unclear method of participant characteristics and recruitment of participants (e.g. did the 

authors contacted all the PHCs first? Etc.) 

 Data analyses need to be explained better. Using a figure of workflow might be helpful) 

  

Results and discussions: 

 The author seems to jump into conclusion when discussing about the use of Islam-based 

religious therapy. Author needs to provide more information about this therapy in result 

section; shall (s)he would like to discuss it further. 

 Considering the way author presented the study, it might be more beneficial for the 

author to focus on the CP and leave the user out. This may enrich the data in result and 

discussion sections. 

 

Reviewer B:  

Title: Managing depression in primary health care centers: The highlights of the program and 

further improvements 

 

The author addresses an important and interesting research question. The manuscript is well written and 

understandable. There are a few following concerns: 

Format 

1. The title should use lower case lettering with capital font only in the first font of the first word. In 

this case: Managing and The highlights. 

2. Add ‘introduction’ category to indicate introduction section 

3. Method, instead of methods 



4. The number of words exceeds word limit provided by the journal (approximately 7000 words 

without main title, abstracts, references) 

5. Author may consider using italic style font for interview quotes  

6. Author may consider using italic style font for subsections  

7. It is recommended to consult the submission guideline and latest articles published by the journal 

to ensure the correct format 

 

Content 

Introduction: 

1. Author may consider moving the last part of the section, starts from “the study we report in this 

article…”, to method section 

2. Author may provide more explanation on how this study can contribute to the current knowledge 

Results: 

This section may need to be reduced. Apart from the excessive number of words, multiple categories 

made it hard to focus on the main theme. Author may try to narrow down subcategories on each theme by 

combining subcategories under one category. For example: 

Diagnosis 

Combine ‘PPDGJ as guideline’ & ‘Communication between CP and GP’ categories to explain 

how depression was identified in PHC 

Barriers in Diagnosis 

Variations in the referral diagnosis & problems in distinguishing disorders due to time constraint 

 

Authors should consider to create a simple figure or table to outline the results, in case no changes will be 

made on categories 

 

Reviewers’ comments 

Reviewer A (16 Januari 2020):  

Kindly find the Review to article: 14505-37560-2-RV: 

  

General comments: 

Language improvement is needed. Will be benefitted from language editing services. 

  

Introduction: 

 Unclear background; no solid ground for studying CP's and users' perception of the 

services (e.g. why depression? What is the prevalence of depression in the study area 

compared to other MH disorders? What are the problems in having CP in PHC so far? 

Etc.) 



  

Methods: 

 Author needs to explain more rigorously about the method. For example: starting by 

explaining that this is a qualitative study etc…. 

 Unclear method of participant characteristics and recruitment of participants (e.g. did the 

authors contacted all the PHCs first? Etc.) 

 Data analyses need to be explained better. Using a figure of workflow might be helpful) 

  

Results and discussions: 

 The author seems to jump into conclusion when discussing about the use of Islam-based 

religious therapy. Author needs to provide more information about this therapy in result 

section; shall (s)he would like to discuss it further. 

 Considering the way author presented the study, it might be more beneficial for the 

author to focus on the CP and leave the user out. This may enrich the data in result and 

discussion sections. 

 

Reviewer B (8 Januari 2020) :  

Title: Managing depression in primary health care centers: The highlights of the program and 

further improvements 

 

The author addresses an important and interesting research question. The manuscript is well written and 

understandable. There are a few following concerns: 

Format 

8. The title should use lower case lettering with capital font only in the first font of the first word. In 

this case: Managing and The highlights. 

9. Add ‘introduction’ category to indicate introduction section 

10. Method, instead of methods 

11. The number of words exceeds word limit provided by the journal (approximately 7000 words 

without main title, abstracts, references) 

12. Author may consider using italic style font for interview quotes  

13. Author may consider using italic style font for subsections  

14. It is recommended to consult the submission guideline and latest articles published by the journal 

to ensure the correct format 

 

Content 

Introduction: 

3. Author may consider moving the last part of the section, starts from “the study we report in this 

article…”, to method section 

4. Author may provide more explanation on how this study can contribute to the current knowledge 

Results: 



This section may need to be reduced. Apart from the excessive number of words, multiple categories 

made it hard to focus on the main theme. Author may try to narrow down subcategories on each theme by 

combining subcategories under one category. For example: 

Diagnosis 

Combine ‘PPDGJ as guideline’ & ‘Communication between CP and GP’ categories to explain 

how depression was identified in PHC 

Barriers in Diagnosis 

Variations in the referral diagnosis & problems in distinguishing disorders due to time constraint 

 

Authors should consider to create a simple figure or table to outline the results, in case no changes will be 

made on categories 
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